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With this update, theHunter: Call of the Wild features
the following: Exclusive hunter: Ripsaw Hunter

exclusive weapons Hides in the thicket Not a noob
anymore A diverse hunting experience A new map and
mission locations Dynamic weather and seasons 50+

locations to hunt (4 of them being brand new)
Stunning landscapes Improved animal AI Improved
wildlife behaviour Improved environment physics

Improved water and cliff textures Improved character
animations for the new F.L. Sporter.303 Improved

weapon animations Although theHunter: Call of the
Wild has been in development for quite some time

now, it's certainly worth mentioning that we've still got
a long way to go before its final release. As we're one
month away from its launch and close to the last day

of the first quarter of 2016, our team has been
working extremely hard to make the game even
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better. In this update, we share some of the progress
we've made so far and give you a little more insight
into what will come in the next update. Although this
update mainly focuses on hunters and animals, we've

also added some new features for hunters as well,
such as a new Ripsaw Hunter exclusive weapon, some

weapon decals and an improved animation for old
shotguns. Moreover, one of the game's most

anticipated improvements, the state of the art Mission
terrain, is finally here. We're really excited to show
you what we've done to create these beautiful, new

environments, the Lost Coast and Mount Cook. Finally,
we've also made some great improvements to the
game's AI, audio, graphics and other aspects of the

game.
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our release to beta 2 from launch was 100% bug free
and we are very excited for the next release as we
start integrating more vehicles and content into the
game. in this beta we have added wildlife, hunting

weapons, objectives and more. if you want to get an
early copy of silent hunter 5.22 before its release in

the game, we have a pre-release key available on our
servers at the ksp team's own website. check out

skiesofalakr.com/game/silent-hunter-52 and download
the missions file to get access! environment: grassy
park youll find yourself in a grassy park with a lake

nearby. this place is so relaxing and is meant to be a
beautiful spot. there are other homes around so take

care if you choose to stay overnight. this is your
mission to get a meth cooker. i can't remeber how you
see through your binos, but anyway. sometimes you

can see a glint a bit off. that's the needle. you can just
run over to it and use the required equipment to pick

up the needle. collect them all. go and do another
mission. go up there and you can find some boxes. go
in, and look at the boxes and you can't open them. but

they are saying something in russian so it might be
important. start to look for something so you can open

the boxes and find some supplies. make sure to not
run around the house, or they will get suspicious.

yayyyy! your mission has been completed. the meth
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making has been done, and you have collected your
materials. before you do anything, grab your

treestands and go up on the hill. you will find a meth
lab there. the job has been done and the materials

have been collected. 5ec8ef588b
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